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NEW AGE GERMAN OFFICE
FEATURED ON KOREAN
TV PROGRAM
TeMana Noni + Collagen, as well as New Age, just got some
wonderful exposure in Korean!
A Korean TV crew this summer made the trip to Germany to
record footage at the local New Age office. The footage was
used for a program about skin elasticity and aging that just aired
in Korea.
The program featured a member of the German office, Susanne
Wendlik, talking about TeMana Noni + Collagen. Susanne was
shown both at the office and at her home, as well as riding her
horse. She shared her personal experiences with Noni + Collagen,
including how she prefers to use it (mixing it in her shakes) and
the positive effects it has had on her.

CHECK OUT NEW AGE’S STUNNING NEW VIDEOS
Last month at GBS, New Age debuted nine exciting new
videos, and simply put, you’re missing out if you haven’t seen
them yet.

WELCOME TO
A NEW AGE

TAHITIAN NONI: THE
ORIGINAL SUPERFRUIT

’NHANCED: TAKE THE
SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

But luckily for you, we’re here to fix that! Click the links below
to watch the videos and see all the exciting things on the
horizon for New Age.

TEMANA: PARADISE
FOR THE SKIN

DISCOVER TAHITIAN
NONI + CBD

LET’S TRY TEMANA SILK
CC CREAM!

HIRO: CONQUER
YOUR WORLD

TRY ’NHANCED CBD
FOR YOURSELF!

PROJECT:
WHITE SPACES

BUSINESS BECOMES GENERATIONAL FOR THE JITSUGIRI FAMILY
Mayumi and Makoto Jitsugiri In Japan have a
lot to be proud of. Not only did they qualify
as Brand AD this summer, but their daughter
Nanaho is having her own success as an IPC.
In fact, all three were recently awarded title
advancements together as a family.

Mayumi and Makoto Jitsugiri

“Last September, one month after I turned
20 years old, I joined Morinda,” said
Nanaho. “When TeMana Eyelash Essence
was launched in July, I felt strongly that
this product would catch the attention of
younger people. So, I focused on using
and promoting this product, seeing a big
business opportunity. As a result, I not only
shared TeMana Eyelash Essence, but also
shared many other TeMana products with
younger people. I discovered an important
principle: I should enjoy doing this business,
and my attitude reflects on other people.
My excitement and emotion will spread to
others! Others will feel it and take it to other
people. Now I understand how this business
will grow!”

Of course, Nanaho has two great examples to
look towards, thanks to her mother Mayumi
and father Makoto.
She noted that as she was growing up, she
would watch her mother work hard to help
others. Well, Mayumi is still hard at work to
this day!
“After I participated in the TeMana
Star training in Milan, my life has been
accelerated,” said Mayumi. “The potential
of TeMana Silk products caught the hearts
of my group members. Our advancements
happened because of all my group members’
work and efforts. I believe there exists
greater potential in the Morinda business
that I haven’t seen yet. I would like to seek
it out! Our journey will not end here. We will
continue aiming to qualify for Centurion.”
Makoto, meanwhile, has been hard at work
himself, reaching out to many people and
sharing the business opportunity.

“I already contacted 85 people and
introduced the Morinda business, but no
one has signed up to be an IPC yet,” he said.
“But, I enjoy doing this. I won’t give up and
give in. So, I will talk to 200 more people and
introduce this business.”

“We are grateful for being recognized and
celebrated as a family and a group today!”
exclaimed Mayumi at the recognition
ceremony.

For these three family members, receiving
title advancements together was a unique
experience.
Nanaho Jitsugiri

Spotlight
Around the World
Around the world incredible things are going
on with Morinda. Here’s a quick rundown of
several of the exciting things.

• Bolivia reports August sales up 225% over July

• Russia sales in August 123% ahead of forecast

• Asia Pacific sales in August 112% ahead of forecast

• Taiwan sales in August 102% ahead of forecast

• Mexico and Bolivia in August have highest sales months of
the year

• Germany launches Noni + Collagen packs that are creating
activity and earning benefits for IPCs

• In United States, Robin Olmo on track to hit Brand AD with
TeMana Silk

